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Enterprise-ready, professional dictation on your
mobile device.
Get documents done on the road
Busy professionals who are often on
the road want to maximize on-the-go
productivity so they can focus more
time on clients and other strategic
priorities that impact the bottom
line. While documenting client
interactions, writing correspondence
and capturing detailed notes are
important parts of the job, these
tasks require professionals to spend
long hours typing at their desktop to
keep up with paperwork.
These professionals typically carry
some kind of mobile device with
them to get work done and stay
connected on the road. Some
may still be scribbling down
notes by hand and others may
dictate into their mobile devices
while information is fresh in their
minds, to transcribe the recordings
later—either on their own or
using an administrator or outside
service. These approaches are
time-consuming and still require
careful document proofreading and
extensive, back-and-forth editing to
ensure high quality and accuracy.
By using their mobile devices
to dictate detailed notes and
documents of any length and
immediately edit and format as
needed, busy professionals can

save steps and speed up document
turnaround. To realize these
productivity gains, however, they
need powerful continuous dictation
capabilities that can accurately
recognize specific industry terms
and voice shortcuts as well as the
ability to seamlessly sync their
customizations across all their
Dragon Group products to work
more efficiently from any location.
The mobile dictation solution for
enterprises
Dragon Anywhere Group for iOS and
Android offers an enterprise-ready
solution to enable professionalgrade, cloud-based dictation for
busy mobile professionals who
want to work faster and smarter.
Dictate and edit documents of any
length quickly and accurately, and
customize words and auto-texts that
seamlessly sync with all your Dragon
Group products. Use the Nuance
Management Center (NMC) to set
up and centrally manage accounts,
words and auto-texts for your
employees. As an option, Dragon
Anywhere Group’s industry-leading,
cloud-based speech recognition can
be integrated into your own mobile
apps and platforms, mobilizing
your workforce while keeping your
preferred interface and existing
workflow with backend systems

Key features and benefits
– Create and edit documents with
enterprise-ready, professionalgrade, cloud-based mobile
dictation
– High recognition accuracy that
continually adapts to you
– Customize words to include unique
and business-specific terminology
– Quickly insert custom auto-texts
– Sync customizations with Dragon
Group products and devices
– Send and manage dictated text
– Quick to set up and centrally
maintain for multiple professionals
– Flexibility to integrate into your own
mobile apps and platforms, to keep
your preferred application interface
and existing workflow
– Save with volume discount, based
on lifetime cumulative purchases
System requirements
– iOS 8.1+ (iPad 3+, iPhone 5+ or
iPad Mini 1+) or Android 4.4+
phones and tablets
– Active WiFi or cellular connection
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such as record or case management
systems. With a flexible and easy
to maintain solution enabling more
productivity on the road, you and
your employees can focus more
time on clients, customers and core
business tasks.
Features and benefits
Enterprise-ready, professionalgrade, cloud-based dictation on
mobile devices
Dictate continuously without time or
length limits to create, edit, format,
navigate and select text—all by
voice. Create entire documents on
your mobile device simply by talking
and see the results of your dictation
or corrections immediately.
Great for mobile professionals or
field worker personnel often on the
road, who need to take detailed
notes or dictate documentation
about their client or customer
interactions, and want to be more
productive anywhere their job takes
them.
High recognition accuracy
Dragon Anywhere provides
powerful features like automatic
accent detection to deliver
accurate recognition results right
out of the gate—with no training
required. And because you set
up your own personal profile that
continually adapts to your voice,
words and corrections, you enjoy a
personalized experience that gets
even more accurate over time.
Plus, because speech recognition
occurs in the cloud, your experience
improves over time—without
requiring that you update the client.
Edit, format, select and navigate
your text
Inline dictation commands enable
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fast correction, formatting,
navigation and even photo insertion.
Command examples include:
- Text selection: Select <text>,
Select <text> to <text>, Select All
- Correction: Scratch That, Undo
That, Insert Before, Resume With,
Correct <text>
- Formatting: Bold That, Italicize
That, Underline That, Set text
color to <color>
- Navigation: Go to Beginning/End,
New Line, New Paragraph, Next
Input Field
- Photos: Choose/Take a photo
Users can easily mix and match
voice and keyboard interaction,
depending on the most convenient
mode, for flexibility and
convenience.
Customize words
Dragon Anywhere Group allows you
to customize words for accurate
recognition of specific business
terminology, company or industry
acronyms, proper nouns or personal
preferences every time. You can add
words to your vocabulary at any time
to achieve continually better results.
These words are automatically
synchronized to your account so
they’re available on any of your
Dragon Anywhere Group devices or
on your Dragon Group desktop.
Shortcut steps with voice
commands
Define simple voice commands to
short-cut repetitive processes and
improve your mobile productivity.
For example, you can define custom
text (also known as “auto-text”) or
create custom forms or templates
to speed and simplify document
creation.
- An auto-text allows you to store

a frequently-used text passage to
define a simple voice command
for automatically inserting that
text within a document. For
example, you can use auto-text
to insert your signature and
contact information in a letter, a
bulleted list of items into a quote,
or a standard clause in a legal
document just by saying a simple
command.
- A custom form enables you to
fill out frequently-used forms
quickly and easily by bringing
up a stored form and dictating
to fill in the information. You can
use voice commands such as
“Next/previous field” to navigate
between the fields for even faster
form filling.
Synchronize with your desktop
and across devices
Custom words and auto-texts are
automatically synchronized with your
Dragon Group desktop next time
you log into the network so you can
work seamlessly by voice anywhere
you go. Because you can create
these customizations from Dragon
Anywhere Group or from your
Dragon desktop, you don’t have to
worry about which device they’re
on. Even if you have multiple mobile
devices, you can dictate on any
one of them provided you use your
personal account to automatically
sync all customizations. With
Nuance Management Center (NMC),
you can also easily sync up these
customizations with colleagues in
your organization.
Central management with Nuance
Management Center (NMC)
Dragon Anywhere Group purchases
automatically include NMC
administration capabilities for
managing these subscriptions.
Easily deploy and maintain Dragon
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Anywhere Group for multiple
professionals in your organization,
including centrally managing
subscriptions, tracking usage, and
automatically sharing customizations
across devices and with colleagues
in your organization. With the same
NMC interface used to manage
all Dragon Group products at the
user, group, site or corporate-wide
levels, save IT time and money to
deploy, configure, maintain, manage,
update, and support Dragon Group
products in the enterprise, while
making it seamless for your users.
Easy document management
Once your dictation is ready to be
shared with your other devices or
your colleagues, you can use your
voice to send the document by
email or save it to a cloud storage
service. You can also import existing
documents for further editing on
your mobile device. You can:
- Email dictated text: Send it in the
body of an email or as an email
attachment
- Share documents to cloud
storage: Export dictated text as
a .docx, .rtf, or .rtfd (iOS only)
document
- Import documents from cloud
storage: Import .docx, .txt, .htm,
.rtf and .rtfd (iOS only) files
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- Open in Word: Open your dictation
in Word (if the Microsoft Word app
is installed) and then save your
document using Word
- Save your dictation to Evernote as
a new note
- Copy and paste dictated text via
OS functions
Easy to use
Dragon Anywhere Group provides an
intuitive user experience and helpful
resources to get you up and running
quickly on your mobile device:
- Easy-to-use interface
- Comprehensive help and videos
- Audio signal quality indicator that
provides immediate feedback
- Interface and command set similar
to those of Dragon Group desktop
Flexibility with multi-platform
integration
As an option, Dragon Anywhere
Group’s industry-leading, cloudbased speech recognition can be
integrated into your own mobile
apps and platforms, mobilizing
your workforce while keeping
your preferred interface and
existing workflow with backend
systems such as record or case
management systems. Easily add
audio management, microphone
control and dictation commands

with pre-packaged frameworks or
develop more advanced features to
suit your use cases. Recognized text
is delivered to your apps so you can
format and extract it for processing
by backend systems. With flexible
options, the Dragon Anywhere
Group solution can help meet your
enterprise workflow needs to enable
mobile dictation productivity in your
organization.
Volume discounts
As part of our open license
program (OLP), benefit with
multiple subscription purchases of
Dragon Anywhere Group for your
organization and move into higher
discount tiers quickly, based on
lifetime cumulative purchases.
To learn more about Dragon
Anywhere Group, as well as the
complete line of Dragon Group
speech recognition products, visit
the following:
Dragon Anywhere Group
and
Dragon Group speech recognition
products
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